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4 1. OIIIGIN OF THIS PAPBR. 

THE following letter wa8 addressed by the American Pbilo- 
m p h i d  Society of Philadelphia to the President of the 
Philological Society. It was directed to Prof. Skeat, our 
last President but one, and hence did not come formally 
before the Society till our last Anniversary, 18 May, when it 
was of course impossible to consider it. It waa consequently 



remitted to the present writer, together with the reports of a 
Committee mentioned in it, which are neceassry to under- 
stand the reason and nature of the request in the letter, to 
introduce to the Society at the present meeting. 

HALL OF TRB AMBIUCAN PHILOBOPRICAL SOCIXTY, 
PHILADRLPHIA, March 12th, 1888. 

SIB, 
At a meeting of the SocieQ, held a t  Philadelphia, January 6th, 1888, 

the following resolution wan adopted : 
Rsrolvad, That the Prenident of the American Philosophical Society be rquested 

to ad& a letter to all learned bodies with which this Society ia in official rela- 
t i o ~ ,  and to such other societies and individuals as he may deem pro er, asking 
their c o - o r t i o n  in perfecting a language for learned and commerci8 purposes. 
b d  on t e Aryan vocabulary and grammar in their simplest forms ; and to that 
end p r o p . a n  International Congress, the first meeting of which shall be held 
in Lon on or IXI Paris. 

Accordingly, I have now the honour of tranwitting it for your consideration, 
and to invite your co-operation in accomplishing the object to which it refers. 
I n  order that the view6 of our Society, which have led to the adoption of the 
resolution, may be understood, I have obtained permission to send herewith copies 
of the Reports of the Special Committee to which the subject of a. plan for a 
universal languve had been referred by the Society. 

You will perceive that the resolution of the Society does not go so far as whot 
was advised by the Committee, but the subject is of such large interest that i t  is 
eminently worthy of the fullest investigation. I therefore ask for it your early 
and favourable consideration, and request that your action may be cqmmunicated 
to me, and, if favourable, whether you would prefer the holding of the Conference 
in London or in Paris, and also indicate the number of Delegaten each Society 
should Bend. 

On receipt of action by the different bodiee with which we are in correspon- 
dence, I wil l  make the call for the Conference. 

VerJ respectfully yonm, 
FRED FRABY, PRESIDENT. 

To thr f i u i d n t  of thr Pbildogiml Society, 
h o n a b i ,  England. 

The above letter was based on the “Reports of t.he Com- 
mittee (D. (3. Brinton, Henry Phillips, Jr., Monroe B. 
Snyder) appointed October 21, 1887,. to examine into the 
SCIENTIP~C VALUE OF VOLAPCK, presented to the American 
Philosophical Society Nov. 18, 1887, and Jan. 6, 1888.” It 
appeats therefore that this Committee was not, as implied in. 
the letter itself, appointed to consider “ the subject of a plan 
for a universal language” in general, but the “scientific 
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value” of one particular proposal. The Reports of the 
Committee, however, far exceeded the terms of the reference. 
After a preface in which the deairability, indeed almost the 
nemmity, of an international language in view of the veritable 
Babel now existent in the traneactions of local societies 
received by the American Society, and therefore specially for 
learned purposes, the Committee proceed to examine the 
“requirements of such a tongue to merit the recommenda- 
tion of”  the American Society, and then rather briefly, and 
unfortunately not always quite correctly, reviewing Schleyer’s 
scheme for a Univeml Language termed Volapuk, and 
finding it “ plainly evident ” that their own scheme and his 
“are in absolute opposition,” they etata that they “cannot 
recommend Volapuk aa that which ie suited to the needs of 
modem thought.” Finally, they proposed a resolution 
slightly more extensive than that contained in the letter just 
read, which however w a ~  reduced to its present state in the 
discueeion which ensued on the presentation of their report, 
aa explained in a second or supplementary Report of the 
Committee. 

# 2. TEE NATURE OP TEE IXVXTATION. 

Now the letter (‘ invites” our “co-operation in accomplish- 
ing the object to which” the resolution “refers,” tbat is, “ill 
perfecting a language for learned and commercial purposes ” 
(‘‘ ordinary iotercouree,” together with “ an international 
ecientific terminology,” having been eliminated from the 
resolution as originally propoeed by the Committee) with the 
dietinct limitation that it should be “baaed on the Aryan 
vocabulary and grammar in their simplest forms.” This 
last restriction, aa appeare by the reports, excludea Volapuk 
altogether, and would direct the deliberations of the proposed 
‘‘ International Congreaa ” towards the consideration of an 
entirely new Scheme, intended to oust Volapuk, and to pro- 
claim it entirely unsuited for “ learned and commercial 
purpoaea,” and to accept the invitation would conquent ly  
imply that we accepted the limitation to Aryanism and 
therefore rejected Volapuk. 
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Now Volapuk is the only scheme which has ever numbered 
its adherents by the hundred thousand. Complete Introduc- 
tions to it have been published in every European language, 
including Turkish and Hungarian, its grammar has been 
briefly explained in  twenty-one languages, and the fourth 
@ition of its Dictionary, publiehed since the date of the 
American invitation, contains over 20,000 words. If, then, 
any scheme of a Universal Language is to be considered at  
all, Volapuk has the first claim for attention, instead of 
being peremptorily excluded. Several other schemes, with 
different bases, have been hatched by the altogether unex- 
pected warmth of the reception accorded to Volapiik, and 
theoretically would have also to be considered, aa well as 
the unhatched scheme which is proposed by the Committee, 
and which I suppose. we are invited to " perfect." 

By the kindness of Mr. Henderson, author of Lingua, I 
am able to lay most of these new schemes before the Society. 
They are aa follows : 

I .  ON A LATIN BIBIB. 

Yr. Hendarnon. Lingua. 1688. 
Anonymow (Bamberg). 1887. 
Volk und Fnchs. Die Welteprache. 1883. 
Lauds. Kwmca. 1888. 

11. ON A BAEIB CHIEFLY B O Y l n C R  

Samenhof (under the name of Dr. Espelanto). International Lan- 

Bernbd. Lingua Franca Nuova (chiefly on an Italian basis). 1888. 
Menet. Langue u n i v d e .  1886. 

gnrgw. 1888. 

111. MIND R O X A N ~  m Tnnmnrc. 
Steinar'a Padinpa 1885-8. 

Yaldant. h p e  Natnrella 1886. Subseqnently withdrawn in 

Janne Damm's Prnktimhe Pesigraphie, which need not be conaidered. 

IY. STYBOLICAL. 

favour of Volnpiik. 

v. VOLAPGK IMPBOVXD ON A "W PLAN. 
Prof. Georg Bnner's Spelin. 1888 [pronounce 5poy-iCn, with accent 

on the lant syllable. not &din']. 
To which I add Dr. E. Miiller'a Leeture, DM Phantom dm JVaitqrache, 

(The Phantom of a Univaraal Language), 1888, awing  against 
&e possibility of our ever having one, and well worth reading. 
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At  the outset of my remarks I may state that I shall 
conclude by proposing that the Philological Society respect- 
fully decline the invitation of the American Philosophical 
Society. This invitation is to take part in deliberations for 
“perfecting” a scheme which is not so far advanced as to 
assume a discussible form, but is vaguely stated to be “ baaed 
on the Aryan vocabulary and grammar,” as if there were 
such things in existence. There are certainly very various 
vocabularies and grammars of the languages termed Aryan, 
mutually unintelligible, 80 that the very scheme itself would 
have to be patched lip in the heat of a discussion, A scheme 
must have been well thought out, well tried, widely approved, 
before it ie ripe for the discussion of a congress. Last year 
such a preliminary meeting of the favourers of Volapiik 
assembled at Munich, and appointed an Academy, of which 
the Inventor of Volapiik, Herr Schleyer, is president, but M. 
Kerckhoffs, of Paris, director. This academy, now consisting 
of twenty-seven members representing fifteen countries,‘ ie 
preparing for an international congress at  Paris, on the 
occasion of the universal exhibition to be held there next 
year, a t  which it will probably be reconstituted. I f  then the 
Congress proposed by the American Society also meet in 
Paris next year, there will be the most open and possibly far 
from friendly rivalry. 

4 3. Tan Two PBBLIY~~AEY Comimom R~PIUED BY VOLAPGK. 

There are two preliminary pointa in forming a universal 
language : first it must be invented, and secondly it must be 
accepted. 

First the invention must be by one man, well acquainted 
with the contrivances for conveying thought in numeroue 
languages, and such Herr Schleyer is reported to be, his 

1 Thess are Belgium, Denmark, Germmy, Portupl, France, Anatris. Rnseia, 
Holland, England, North America, Boumania, S p ,  Sweden, Syria, Italy (h 
Vokrpiik p. 178 The work of the Academ ,in divided into e~& -1. 
Alphabet ; 2. dkd formn (radical, non-radic$ and pornpound).;. 5. Order of 
words in a sentence ; 4. Grammar (declension, conjagahon, pm rmhons, adverbs, 
etc.) ; 6. Examination of falae norda in the dichonary ; 6. #ormation of new 
words (ibid.). 
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repertory extending, it is said, to fifty tongues, of which he can 
speak five. In his new year’s addrees, written both in German 
and Volapuk, contained in No. 85 of his Central Volapiik 
Journal,’ for January, 1888, Herr Schleyer says : “ I n  
March, 1879, having been born on the 18th July, 1831, I 
thought out my universal language, or Volapiik, from pure 
love of humanity, without any desire of fame or ga in ,  
entirely original, without any assistance whatever, but that 
of God, my creator, and without knowing or desiring to know 
what had been done by my predecemors in the idea of a 
universal language.” The one wurce of Vp. is therefore 
indisputable and complete. The proposal of the American 
Committee does not even attempt to satisfy this first condition. 

Secondly, acceptance is essential to the very existence of 
any language, and in this Herr Schleyer has been singularly 
fortunate. Numerous men of different nationalitim already 
urn his language, and the number is increasing daily. An 
edition of his “ middle grammar ’’ haa been published every 
year from 1880. The first edition of his dictionary in 1880 
contained only 2782 words, the second edition, appearing in 
1882, contained 10,127 words, the third in 1885 contained 
12,570 words, and the fourth in 1888 contains 20,480 words. 
The Vz. No. 91 shews that there have been appointed after 
examination and certificated 42 profeseom, 150 head teachers, 
and 772 teachers, by the Central Bureau in Constance, 
Baden, and that 234 societiee have been star ted to promote 
Vp. Names and addreeses are all given in Vz. Besides 
which much haa been done by the Paria Association for the 
Propagation of Vp., which ale0 granta certificates and gives 
medals. I mention the above numbers because they shew 
better than anything I can my the wide acceptance accorded 
to Vp., but they do not shew half the reality, for the numerous 
Societim founded throughout Europe are constantly adding 
to their number, and encouraging the study of Vp., SO that 
the new exp i t ions  and journals of Vp., which are con- 
stantly appearing, am rapidly exhaueted. 

contracted into Vp. 
1 Vohpikabkd d i k ,  henwforth contracted into Ye., while Volop-k will be 
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Rence the two preliminary conditions for founding a 
Universal Language have been eminently well fulfilled by 
Vp. One mind thought out the whole system, many thou- 
sand minds are already using the system. Other plans have 
been invented of more or less ingenuity, by other individuals. 
But none have had the same wide acceptance as Vp., and, 
with that in the field, all other schemes, even if thought out 
in the same degree as Vp., which is now really a language 
and not merely a proposal, have a great obstacle in the way, 
for it is impossible to suppose that the thousands who havo 
already learned Vp. will throw it away in favour of a new 
aspirant, while the writers of books and teachers have a 
vested interest in the old system. The American Report 
(p. 15), after specifying the wide acceptance of Volapuk, 
says: “If this is the case with 80 imperfect a Ianguage, backed 
by no State, no learned body, not even by the name of any 
distinguished scholar, what would be the progress of a tongue 
perfect in adaptation and supported by all those aids to its 
introduction? I n  a decade it would be current among ten 

There is much virtue in an ‘ I  if,” r f  
Volapuk were not already in the field; if all or at least a 
preponderating majority of learned societies could invent H 
single language and agree upon its use ; they could adapt 
it for general purposes ; if unlearned society could be got to 
see the good of it, which the very fact of its emanation from 
the learned would render difficult, - then the notification 
of the Committee might be fulfilled. Under the present 
circumstances it seems to me a useless expenditure of time 
and thought to take part in any such deliberations as those 
proposed by the American Society. 

million people.” 

4 4. W H A T  hCCEPTANCR OF T E E  INVITATION WOULD IYPLY. 

And, observe, the expenditure of both time and thought 
would be very large indeed. First, a8 each Society addressed 
could not go in a body, each must, as implied in the invita- 
tion, select I‘ delegates.” These would have to attend each 
meeting of the Conference, or at least to examine, report 

Phil. Tram. 188B-90. 6 
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upon, and vote upon first aU those schemes presented to them, 
which in some degree satisfy ‘‘ the Aryan basis,” whatever 
meaning be given to this elastic term. Next they would 
have to join with the rest in eelecting one. After this, they 
would have to examine the details of a vocabulary of not 
less than 20,000 words as  a commencement, the means of 
sslecting these words, the means of modifying each for the 
different classes of ideas to be symbolised, in connection with 
the means of connecting those ideas grammatically. Again, 
as it is to be a language for l L  learned” as well as “com- 
mercial ’’ purposes, the wants of each branch of learning in 
the way of communication as well as the wants of each 
branch of commerce-and why not of each matter now 
spoken or  written about in each language, extra-European as 
well as Xuropean ?-would have to be studied. Would each 
branch require a separate Committee? and would all the 
Committees accept the work of each separate Committee en 
bloc? or would they have to overhaul it ? I see nothing 
but years of labour and continual debates, at least on paper, 
and endless controversy, with small chance of that adherence 
which would alone render the result in the slightest degree 
useful. I could not recommend our Society to enter upon 
such a work. 

For Volapiik there is one head, the Inventor, who s ~ g s  
(Vz. Jane, 1888, No. 90, $ 1276) respecting the auxiliary 
Academy, “ Any resolution of the Academy not accepted by 
the  Inventor is null, even if the whole of the members united 
against the Inventor. He has thought over everything 
relating to Vp., often and deeply, and he cannot make 
alterations every day in his system already so widely spread. 
Otherwise thousands of hie best friends would be angry mid 
desert him.” But in a system which had no head, only 
committees and committees, only debaters and proposers, 
none with a stake in the existence of the scheme, where 
would be the security for its stability ? There could only be 
worry and uselem labour. 
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4 6. FURTHER COIDITIONS. 

Leaving these general considerations I pass to the particular 
suggestions made by the committee, and to a comparison 
with the methods employed in Vp. For this purpose I have 
endeavoured to make myself better acquainted with the facts 
of the case than I was when Mr. Dornbusch first brought 
Vp. under our notice in Dec. 1887, or than the American 
Committee seem to have been when they so summarily dis- 
missed it from consideration. Rut I think it will be more 
convenient at each step to see what has been done in Vp., in 
immediate connection with what are apparently the conditions 
of a universal language, than to leave it to the last, as the 
American Committee has done. 

4 6. PHONETICS-ENGLISH SOUNDS. 

First then a universal language must be a spolen one. I t  
must not be like Arithmetic, a succession of signs which each 
nation calls by names unintelligible to any.other, or like the 
ideographp of the Cbinese, to which different sounds are 
attached in different parts of the Empire, or like the Latin 
language of modern days, which each nation pronounces in 
its own abominable way, and the English nation the worst 
of all, Men from Asia, Africa, and Polynesia should be 
able to conrerse in it with men from Europe and America, 
and not merely correspond in it, although of course corre- 
spondence is extremely important. For the purpose of 
speech the sounds should be easy to acquire. Mr. Melville 
Bell has proposed the English language for universal use, 
with a new orthography, which he considers to be the one 
thing needed. “ Give,” says he in his World-Bzgglish, p. 22, 
‘I Give definite and certain phonetic values to letters, and 
English utterance will be found to be, in no case, and in no 
degree, difficult to native or foreigner. . . All the elementary 
sounds will be correctly pronounced, almost at first effort, by 
any person to whom they are properly exemplified. The 
vowels in a(n), u(p), a(ll), and the consonants in th(in), 
th(en), h(ue), wh(y), may perhaps need a few repetitions 
by strange organs to render them facile. The only real 
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difficulty to speakers of other languages is the accent, or 
stress.” Mr. 
Melville Bell has had a wide experience in phonetic teaching, 
but my own experience does not corroborate his on this point. 
I consider received English to be a most difficult language 
for a foreigner to pronounce. 

Thus to every one his own sounds are easy. 

4 7. PBONBRCS-THE VOWELS-UYLAUTE. 

What then is easy? The American committee say, “ The 
vowels should be limited to the five pure vowels : a, e, i, 0, 16 ,  

pronounced a8 in Italian.” They do not seem to be aware 
that e, o have each tic0 sounds in  Italian, which has thus 
seceit vowels. The only European languages that I know 
with five vowels are Spanish and Modern Greek, and these 
do not pronounce their five vowels in precisely the same way. 
Xany Englishmen, especially Londoners, have a difficulty 
with e, 0, and their number is increasing. A Swede is very 
troubled with u, and so are some Midland speakers in 
England. Schleyer admits eight vowels, the former five, 
n, e, i, 0, u, or cokals, and the three “umlaute,” a, 0, ii, or 
ccikacls as he calls them. These sounds are all extremely 
easy to him, a South German. He finds the last three add 
much to the beauty of the sounds of language, and that 
without them a language is “ like a coloured picture without 
violet, brown, grey or rose.” See Vz. May 1888, p. 385,s 1244, 
9, where Schleyer quite rises to poetry over them, and explains 
how he has used them in Vp. H e  finds them frequent in 
Europe in German, French, Swedish, English, Hungarian, 
and Turkish. “Almost every educated man,” says he iu 
this article, “ has hitherto learned Latin, French, or English. 
But in all them three languagea Gnduute occur, aa i n  Cmar, 
cu?lum, hymnus ; maire, peu, lu ; a, sir, much.” The c d u m  
exists only in the German pronunciation of Latin ; I do not 
know what country pronounces hymnus with u, although of 
course it was ancient Greek and was meant to be indicated 
by the Latin y. The three sounds also exist in French, one 
at least under two distinct forms, as i n  peu, peuple. But I 
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think it will be news to all here present that the English 
mordv a, air, naueh, are pronounced ii, sor, much, or moch as 
Herr Schleyer elsewhere states. The fact is that a o ii are 
pronounced by most English people very indifferently, and 
in general only after much training, although in West Somer- 
set, Norfolk, and lowland Scotch, there is provincially some 
approach made to the last two. Herr Bauer in his Speliii 
has six vowels, i, e, a, 0, 21, e, the latter of which he also, as 
well as Schleyer, identifies with English sir, much, but he 
avoids a, ii. 

M. Kerckhoffi of Paris, as Director of the Academy for 
Volapiik, in proposing the consideration of a, 6, ii to the 
Academy, snys (Le VolapiiL, No. 13, Jan. and Feb. 1888, 
p. 197): “The introduction of the sounds 3, 6,  ii certainly 
forms one of the greatest faults of Volapuk, because they are 
foreign to most European tongues. But we do not see the 
possibility of eliminating them from the language without 
the complete reconstruction of the grammar. We cannot 
suppose that M. Schleyer would concede a point, the necessity 
of which might be contested.!’ Schleyer has indeed (in hi3 
Vz. for June, 1888, p. 391, 5 1276) expressly declared that 
they must remain. I n  fact, to any one who examines a 
dictionary of Vp. it will be clear that they could not be 
changed, as far as the writing is concerned, without a com- 
plete reconstruction, not of the grammar only, but of the 
whole language. Nine years ago that would have been 
possible. Now, it would destroy all the progress that has 
already been made. Vp. must be taken as it is, or left. 
Three of the Academicians have spoken, one would retain 
u, 6, i i ;  another would reject them from suffixes, where ii 
and 6 are now very prevalent ; the third, resident in Russia, 
says they cannot be admitted, as the distinctiona e, a> o are 
too difficult for a Russian (I;e Polapuk, 209-210). But all 
this is time thrown away. Those who use Vp. must learn 
to pronounce the sounds sufficiently well to be intelligibie. 
And it is not only Englishmen that will have to do so. 
A very large number of middle Germans habitually confuse 
e, a, o on the one hand and i, ii on the other. 
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4 8. PHONBTICS-THE CONIWIUNT~-~OX~ED AND VOICELBBB. 

The American Committee allow only sixteen consonants, 
but do not specify them. They however reject “all gutturals, 
aspirates, lisps, and nasals.” Presumably they would have 
1) b, t d, k g ; f v, s a, sh, y; r, Z, m, n, but I feel doubtful as to z 
a t  least. Prof. Bauer, in his Spelin, uses only fifteen of these, 
omitting r. Herr Schleyer haa nineteen consonants, arranged 
t h u s : b p , d t , v f , h , 1 / , g , k ; Z , r , n a , n ; s , j , c , x , a , w h e r e t h e  
T ,  c, x, a are in excess of Prof. Bauer’s. Here certainly P 
waa to Schleyer Qerman PO, a was probably both our a and s 
according to position, as i t  is in German, but he recognisee 
English a alone; ,j repreaents our sh, c is said to be the 
English g in germ, which I have rarely met any German 
who could pronounce, and x, a are the difficult initial combi- 
nations ks, ts, of which the first waa familiar and the second 
impossible to an Athenian. But Schleyer considers 5, a to 
be p, dz with Engliah a, as in emmine, odds, which initially 
are extremely difficult (Vz. No. 91, fi 1320). 

The American Committee saye, “ elsewhere he extends his 
alphabet to 37 letters.” This is an error. Schleyer’s 
alphabet of 37 letters waa apparently composed before he 
invented Vp., and was intended to be a Universal Alphabet. 
He introduces it in his Vp. grammar aa a means of writing 
foreign names phonetically. It is however very deficient. It 
contains the eight following letters in addition to those used 
in Vp., the figures give the numbera in -his greater alphabet, 
p. 2 of his Grammar, ti. English all, 14. English the (English 
thin is not named), 19. German lache (but German ich is not 
distinguished), 24. Spanish Sierra, a very strong trill, but 
the “soft”  Spanish r is not recognised, 27. French nom, 
28. French mon (the two words mon nom exactly rhyme, so 
that their sounds should not have been separated, and 
Schleyer does not take account of the three other French 
nasal vowels), 29. German sang, 31. German Fleias (shewing 
that a is theoretically not used in Vp.), 35. English child. 
With this alphabet he  introduced a system of accents, the 
grave meaning long, and the acute short accented vowels, 
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which he used in writing German, as in We‘Etxpl.dclreI~teratirl., 
and occasionally in Vp. words used in his Grammar, 
Dictionary, Vz. and elementary books. But these accents 
are no part of his Vp. alphabet, and no other writer thinks of 
employing them. Hence when the American Committee ~ a y  
that “he (Schleyer) also introduces various diacritical marks, 
iudicating accent, tones, vocal inflection and quantity, all of 
which we consider needless and obstructive,” the Reporters 
convey an entirely wrong impression. “ Tones ” and “ vocal 
inflection ” are never indicated. The marks for accent and 
quantity intended to assist the learner, and especially the 
German learner, vanish from the printed pages of other 
writers. I n  his dictionary and elementary works, Schleyer 
also often italicises root syllables, which is convenient, and in 
hia Vz. he does the same, especially when introducing new 
compounds, because his Va. is in fact an elementary teaching 
book. To say 
then that Vp. “ is  both written and printed with under- 
scoring and italic letters, necessary to facilitate its compre- 
hension,” is thoroughly misleading, and shows that the 
reporters possessed an insufficient knowledge of the system 
they condemn. 

With regard to the pairs of letters p 6, t d, k g, there is in 
Germany and Holland great difficulty in distinguishing the 
separate letters, especially when final. The double letters 
P, s are difficult to many speakers, x=ks  initial is even 
troublesome to Germans, and x = t s  is very troublesome to 
English, French, and Spanish. As to using c for English j 
(the American Committee wrote ‘‘ French j (dech),” an 
evident slip), and 9 for French ch, Schleyer says in his Vz. 
(p. 391, 5 1276, 5), (‘A speaker of Vp. can pronounce the 
letter c, at  pleasure, either a8 g or c in the Italian words 
gem,  cena, similarly the letter j as the French pronounce j, 
ch in the words Jean and chant. Many men have no ear for 
these fine distinctions ; therefore, as you please ! ” And 
again, in Vz. for July, 5 1820, he says that 8 may be pro- 
nounced as English s or e at pleasure, “for  many men have 
not fineness of hearing for these sounds,” and then reverting 

No other Vp. writer uses italics in this way. 
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to his j, c, x, s, ssys, “the pronunciation of all these in 
Volapuk is indifferent,” adding, “ though in our (Schleyer’s) 
eyes x and s are gs and &, and if x and a have to be ks and 
ts, write them so, and not x, e,” and he then refers to Vz. for 
1884, p. 162, 5 363, which I have not a t  hand. 

These explanations are a key to much not only in Vp., but 
in all general phonetic writing. W e  do not want to enter 
upon all the niceties and subtleties of accurate phonetics. 
It is for some persons, as myself, a most attractive study, for 
others it is mainly incomprehensible and wholly stupid. 
They hear a sound and are satisfied with giving some sort 
of an imitation of i t  which shall convey to the person 
addressed a knowlege of the letters intended. Taking then 
the fact that “many people have no ear for these fine dis- 
tinctions,” we may say that every sound in any universal 
language may be more or less altered, provided only it does 
not cease to be recognisable. The a, 0, ii of Vp. would be in  
an Englishman’s mouth the n of bat lengthened, the ir of sir, 
and the eio of neio. The vowels a, e, i, 0, u, would be pro- 
nounced long, as in  father, thwe, mochdne, so, rule, and short 
as in pat, pet, pit, pot, put, all of which have, of course, a 
slightly different quality. No possible confusion would thus 
arise. I f ,  however, we limited ourselves to five vowels, we 
should only be creating immense difficulties in the formation 
of roota, unless we adopted Prof. Bauer’s combinatorial and 
correlative system, and even then he requires six vowels. 

But the written language aa distinct from the spoken 
must a h  be comidered. Up till last year Schleyer did not 
write a 0 ii with two dots, but knicked in the commencement 
of d c h  letter, thua requiring three new types. The seventh 
edition of hie grammar, and the first 104 pages of the eighth 
edition, etill contain these marks, but they have now Yanished, 
as decided by the Munich Congress. There remains a dificulty 
for telegraphing and type writing, and i t  is proposed there to 
wr i te  a: 0: u:, with a colon, or the two dots, by the side 
instead of over. But in the printing telegraph of Prof. 
Hughes, which is most common, this colon could not be used 
without a new type wheel substituting (:) for w, as only 
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teenty-six forms exist on the present type wheel. Hence 
there Beems nothing left for telegraphic purpoees but to use 
to as aw, OM, uw, or duplications as aa, 00, uu, or the secondary 
German forms a.e, oe, ue, and when those combinations occur, as 
they do, in a few words, to double the final e, thus the usual 
cat ‘ weight,’ and not ‘ nut,’ would be met, met, and the usual 
oaet ‘ juice,’ and twet ‘a  note,’ would be meet, m e t .  I n  
ordinary writing the two dots can remain, but they are often in- 
tolerably frequent, as pokalol, one to be taken care of, a patient. 
English printers, who would Boon r u n  short of a, 0, u, or a:, o:, 
u:, and have no capital double dotted A, 0, U, may use either 
plan with due explanation. None of these di5cultiea occur 
in Spelin. 

4 9. PEOh-ETIC8-oTHER ALPUABETICAI. DIFFICULTIB~. 

There are several other points of the alphabet which I 
ehould like to touch on briefly. The aspirate h ie a great 
di5culty in France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Russia, where it 
does not exist. The r was felt to be 80 difficult for Chinese 
that Schleyer haa nearly banislied it, and either omits it or 
uses 1. But then a new trouble arises, for tr, dr, kr, gr 
having become tl, dl, kl, gl, great difficulty is feIt in the 
separation of the first two from the last two at  the beginning 
of words. I n  England the greater number of speakers un- 
consciously use only tl-, dl-, and say thy ,  dime8, for clay, glotes, 
but then they are puzzled to distinguish tl, kl, and dl, g l .  
Vp., like ancient Greek rX+i ‘ I suffer,’ and ~ X i j p u  ‘ a bough,’ 
hae both. Modern Qreek avoids TX-. It will require some 
training to distinguish kd, tl-, and gL, dl-. Then with 
regard to length of vowels, I think we need not be particular 
in Vp. or any other univereal lauguage, provided we do not 
let quantity determine meaning, as we do in English. It is 
generally laid down that all Vp. vowel6 are long, and the 
accent or stress upon the last only. The following is 
Schleyer’s last statement on the subject (Vz. June,’ 1888, 
p. 391, 8 1276, 4) : “ Vowels are not always long. Only 
in monosyllabic words, and in the lest syllable of words of 
two or more syllables are the vowels long. Poetry is free. 
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Jn every beautiful natural language vowels are both long 
and short, hence short vowels are by no means an exception 
in Vp., just as two eyes are not an exception. Every 
language without short vowels is stiff and ugly. W e  read 
the word jinunel (female messenger) with the long vowel on 
the last syllable, not in the second, but as the French read 
the word ghdral,” in which we must assume the way that 
Germans usually pronouuce it, which is somewhat different 
from the French. Again he says (iW. 7), “To lay the 
stress on any other syllable but the last is difficult and too 
complicated (pekosiadol properly compounded), hence it cannot 
be allowed.” To almost all but Frenchmen this position of 
the accent is strange, and a8 in French we must mind to 
keep the preceding syllables distinct, and not hurry them 
over to get to the last, compere Italian Libertd. I find on 
examination that any other position of the accent iu Vp. 
would not act, on account of ita method of composition and 
iuflexion. As a general question it must at present be left 
undetermined. Prof. Bauer’s Spelin is enabled to have a 
different, and to most Europeans a more natural system of 
accentuation (see p. 91, No. 7). 

There 
is no one set of sounds essentially easy, and another essentially 
difficult. We can speak ouly relatively respecting the 
languages we ourselves encounter. To any speaker, only 
the sounda with which he has been surrounded during the 
first ten years of his life are easy. All others have to be 
acquired with difficulty and after considerable practice, and 
can never be really acquired without living, for a while 
at least, and that while comparatively young, in their 
atmosphere. There are of course great individual differences 
i n  the power of appreciating and aeeimilating new sounds, and 
the increase of phonetic knowledge and training will probably 
render such a power more general. Still there will always 
be individuals who remain quite impervious to any attempt 
to teach them new speech sounds. We cannot take count of 
those. Although we may regret the use in Vp. of a, 6, ii, h, 
x=ks-, s=te-, td, di-, and the position of accent, yet as theae 

The ideal l imit  of sounds cannot be easily settled. 
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are alZ the difficulties of speech in this language, they are so 
few compared with those of such widely diffused languagea as 
English, French, and German, that I think we cannot com- 
plain. A t  the same time I should of course have preferred 
the much simpler alphabet of Professor Bauer. This contains 
only the s k  vowels, i, e, a, 0, u, a), and the fifteen consonants, 
p b m , . f v , t d n l ,  yax,c(=sA),kg,ofwhichcz,y,z,areused 
‘‘ euphonically ” to separate conaonanta and vowels, and admits 
only the initial combinations bZ,$, gZ, kl, p l ,  sZ, sf, am, an, ap, 
st, 88, tv, ko, in blow, fEow, glow, clay, play, slay, @ere, amall, 
snail, apell, stay; the last three are easy substitutes for the 
difficult English 8w, tw, kw, in swain, tmin, queen. These 
initial forms would offer difficulties to very few, such as Arabs. 
There are also no double final consonants, the euphonic a 
being always interposed. These would suit all European 
A ryans. 

The American Committee says roundly the phonetics of 
Vp. are ‘( strange in part to every Aryan,” but the phonetica 
of any one Aryan language are still more strange to that of 
every other. The easiest, the Tuscan, having two forms of 
e and 0, two forms of x (h, dx), peculiar cena, gemma, and their 
varieties, with a most (‘ vagrom ” accent, difficult for any 
foreigner to comprehend,” aud all entirely unmarked. 

§ 10. THE ARYAN BASU-VOCABULAaY. 

Leaving phonetic& let us go to the language itself. The 
invitation is expressly for ‘( perfecting ” a languap on an 
Aryan basis. The Committee aay : (‘ The Aryan stock is 
now and has been for two thousand years the standard-bearer 
of the civiliaation of the world ; hnm, a universal language 
should be based upon the linguistic principles of that etock.” 
This is a wonderful mn aequitut. Had the languages used 
by the Aryan races auything to do with this “standard- 
bearing”? It is not even hinted that they had. The history 
of the Aryan race, 80 fnr as it is known, for the origin of it 
is lost in obscurity, and who were the original Aryans is just 
a t  present a matter of rather lively discuseion-did they 
come from the North of India or the North of Europe ?-the 
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history rather shews that their advance in civilisat.ion was 
independent of the Ianguages used. The fact that one 
language for a long while prevailed over Europe was a mere 
matter of conquest, and broke down with the breakdown of 
the power which had conquered. It is notorious that peoples 
change their language from the action of circumstances. 
We have a curious little bit of history in that way in our 
own dominions in North-east Caithnes and the Orkneys and 
Shetlands. Similarly, it is doubted whether there is a drop 
of Greek blood in Qreece. We have long known' that 
commonness of language is no proof of commonness of 
descent. But that advance of civilisation should be due to a 
certain common origin of language, and should condition the 
formation of a new cementing language which has especially 
to act on peoples beyond its limits, is altogether new and to 
my mind untenable. What follows seems to have a trifle 
more foundation, but really is equally untenable. '' In the 
Aryan stock," say the Committee, " the six principal living 
tongues in the order of their importance and extent, may be 
ranged as follows : English, French, German, Spanish, 
Italian, Russian. It should be the aim of the proposed 
general tongue to ally i k l f  to these somewhat in the order 
noted, as thus being more readily acquired by the greater 
number of active workers in the world at  the present time." 
Now in the first place, if only those six languages were con- 
cerned, we could do without a universal language. I n  the 
next place, it is not these peoples that we want especially to 
enlist, except aa recruiting sergeants for the non-Aryans, 
and lastly it is very doubtful whether any one of those six 
nations who had to learn the Univeml Language would be 
a t  till specially benefited by its reference to the five others 
which he did not know end did not wish to acquire. No, 
what we want is a short simple means of expressing thoughta 
and their relations, and whether this is connected in any 
way with Aryan or non-Aryan stocks, is of no consequence 
whatever. It should be constructed qui te  independently of 
any racial considerations. 

Now the first thing we have to deal with is the construc- 
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tion of a imabrrlary, and it is just here that the moat diverse 
opinions exist. The Report states : “ The vocabulary of the 
Universal Language should be based primarily on the uocalu- 
lary which is common to the leading Aryan tongues.” 
There is none. There is no common vocabulary. W e  must 
not take English and Qerman as examples. They both 
belong to one Aryan branch, and their common words are 
not those of the Romance languages, which are in common 
with (lexicographical but not constructional) English. And 
how many (bating scientific terms and a few that came 
through the Latin mint) are in common with Qreek? What 
shall we say of Russian ? But the Report adds : “There are 
1500 words in Qerman, which are almost or quite the same 
in English; there are more than this number common to 
English, French, Italian, and Spanish. A selection should 
be made from these similar or identical word-forms as the 
foundation of the lexicon. At least a thousand words in 
common use will be found to be the same in all these lan- 
guages, when we allow f o r  the operation of simple and mlZ-X-nom 
phonetic lnrs,” a large proviso, which ie immediately further 
developed by saying: ( ‘ L e t  the learner be taught these Zatcs, 
and he will a t  once know a good share of all the more usual 
terms of daily intercourse in the new language.” 

Now to my mind this proposition ie simply impossible. 
What ! people, in order to learn a new universal language, 
are first to learn the phonetic laws by which the particular 
branch- of the great Aryan division af languages have been 
altered in Western Europe, and then they, who must be 
Weetern Europeans, or their trans-European descendants, to 
be in the slighteat degree. benefited, will forsooth “know”- 
save the mark ! know !-a good share of the terms of daily 
intercourse, which differ so widely even in Western Europe. 
And what of non-Europeans? Does “universal” mean 
‘‘ West European ” ? Are the Semitic stems, the various 
non- Aryan, Asiatic, African, American, and other languages 
t o  be eliminated from the ‘‘ universe ” ? 

This therefore may be at once d i s m i d ,  and with i t  the 
dream of an Aryan basis for the world-language, which 
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could only be realised by Mr. Melville Bell’s World-English, 
and this is just what no one can afford to wai t  for. 

1 11. THB FOBHATION OF NBW Room. 

The basis of the vocabulary must be sought elsewhere. 
In all languages the roots must be learned quite inde- 
pendently of any other language. I n  a natural local tongue 
the meaning of the roots gradually arises in the mind of 
the child by constant intercourse with his parenta and 
companions. In an artificial universal language the learning 
of the meaning of roots must take place by help of a 
previously known natural native language. There is no 
help for it. Each root must become separately familiar to 
the person who uses it ; and it is not of the least consequence 
what sound that root has, provided the learner can approxi- 
mate to it, and provided i t  is suitable for constructional 
pu’pow and distinct from every other root in sound and 
meaning. I n  the eo-called Aryan languages a long course 
of descent and circumstances have given to the most ueual 
roots a great variety of meaning, as dictionary makers know 
only too well. I n  order that the universal language should 
be of any use, each root should have one meaning only, or 
at  most two, literal and figurative. This eliminates the 
words of any language in particular, except as occasionally 
suggesting forms for the mots. 

Rishop Wilkins in his 
Eesay towards a Real Character and a Philosophical Language, 
1668, a work which should never be neglected by any one 
who thinks of a universal language, first made an elaborate 
clwification of all ideas known to him, with their differences 
and speciee, and then instituted a philosophical inquiry into 
the nature of grammar and the relations of spoken eounds. 
After this he invented a set of signs which marked all the 
d6integrals and particlee” as he termed them, thus forming 
his “real character,” which was addressed only to the eye, 
like Chinese ideography. Thia done, he vocalised his 
characters in eueh 8 way that each part of any real character 
was transcribed into a m u d ,  that thub represented hk 

How are the mote to be chosen? 
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classification of ideas and views of the philosophy of grammar. 
H e  gives as specimens of this language the Lord’s Prayer 
(pp. 395 and 421) and the Apostles’ Creed (pp. 404 and 427), 
and compares the first interlinearly with 50 other languages, 
reckoning written and spoken English as two (p. 435). 
Thew are probably the only specimens that were ever 
written. I give the first two words of the first, namely, 
“our father,”-ha Coba, as he writes them, with his expla- 
nations. “ (ha) .  This Dipthong (a~) is assigned to signifie 
the first Person plural amongst the Pronouns, c k  We.  The 
Letter h prefixed to it, doth denote that the Pronoun is to be 
ueed possessively, de.  Our.-2. (Coba). Co doth denote the 
Qenue of Bconomical Rdutwn ; the Letter (b) signifying the 
first difference under that Genus, which is Relation of 
Consanguinity; the Vowel (a) the second Species, which ia 
Direct ascending; namely, Parent,” Sex waa left undeter- 
mined in this caae, it comes under Natural Powers VI, and 
is expressed in his “real character” p. 396, and see also 
p. 415. It is evident that a language which required such 
a preamble could never become’ practical. Nor could any 
language which depended upon any classification of ideas, 
aa long as it was entertained, for the classification of to-day 
must be euperseded by the knowledge of to-morrow. Hence 
all words which recall a classification in our present languages 
are only useful by reason of the classification having been 
forgotten, or becoming overlooked. W e  may therefore 
dismiss all such as thoroughly unpractical, including in them 
the construction of roots where each letter refers to eorne 
general conception or idea, which, combined with the con- 
ceptions suggested by the other letters, make up, in the 
mind of the inventor of the root, the general conception 
which he desires that root to express. Not only would euch 
combination8 become obsolete, but the inventor would soon 
find himself a t  the end of his resourcea in inventing them. 

Next there is the onomatopoetic principle, which, however, 
has such a limited range of action, and becornea so extremely 
vague when applied to ideas not immediately connected with 
sound, that it may be passed by as naturally insufficient. 
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Another plan is to take a language generally known, with 
all the values of the words it contains, and make w e  of 
clippings from it as roots. This has been done, or rather 
suggested, by Mr. Henderson, in his Lingua, taking Latin as 
the basis. AQ examination of this decidedIy ingenious book 
convinces me that it is impracticable. I n  fact it requires a 
preliminary knowledge of Latin, and its clipped forms are 80 

many stabs in the heart to one who knows Latin. The same 
remark appliea to the other attempts to found a language on 
Latin, or Romance, or mixed bases. They all give me the 
feeling of breaks down, nigger language, talkee-talkee. And 
it is to me very ominous that the American Committee refers 
with satisfaction to the Creole Indian jargons. When we 
set to work to form a new language, it should evidently be 
composed of living co-ordinated parts, and not a loose heap 
of dead chips. 

It remains then that the roots should be chosen arbitrarily, 
like Linnaeus’a “ trivial namea ” of planta, so as to suit the 
method selected for indkating construction. But when thus 
“ the  world is all before us where to choose,” it is very 
difficult to strike out any path at  all, and hence i t  is necessary 
to recur to the forms existent in such languages aa happen 
to be more or leas known to the inventor, and to reduce the 
roots to the shape required for the system of grammar and 
derivation to be adopted. This is what Schleyer has done. 
He  has taken a large number (the American report sags 40 
per cent.) from English, but has so changed the forms for his 
purpose, that they are mrcely recognisable. Thus nil near, 
lil ear, aim animal, dbd dread, col world,&=n friend, lad lady, 
sol sir, gentleman, all monosyllables, always beginning and 
ending with a consonant, and all the vowels long. Prof. 
Bauer limits himself to taking the roots from English, 
French, and German ; they are, however, necessarily more 
or leaa similarly transformed out of all knowledge. But  it is 
really of no consequence whatever whether or not the old 
w o r b  are recognised in their new forms. They have to be 
learned by Frenchmen and Arabs who know nothing of 
English, just as Englishmen know nothing of the other 
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languages laid under contribution. I t  is necessary to insist 
on this in the formation of an artificial language. The roota 
must be arbitrarily selected. There ought to be’no “most 
favoured nation clause ” in this ‘( international commercial 
treaty,” in the senw that the result should be more easily 
comprehended by one nation than another. The Universal 
Language is wanted as a means of communication between 
all nationa Every one who wishes to communicate by ita 
help must learn the meaning assigned to the roots. There 
are at present numerous handbooks for teaching Vp., but a 
literature is as yet wanting, for Schleyer’s little book8 of un- 
connected wraps (Ritnapetu, or Proverbs in verse; Nirr Qetkt, 
a collection of 200 pithy remarks ; Dns Buch der Wuhrheztm, 
of a similar character ; Biblikn, biblical texts, to which may 
be added his Bib I., or translation of the first Epistle of St. 
John) do not form literature sufficient for the purpose of 
rendering a reader familiar with a language. 

That will, however, not be long delayed. The pioneers in 
this direction are Fieweger’a translation of Leasing’s Xinna wit 

Barnhelm, and Dr. Lederer’s Vohpiikabuks (Andersen, Grimm, 
etc.). I n  the mean time the various newspapers and journals, 
especially Schleyer’s Vz., and Kerckhoffs’ L e  Viohpiik, supply 
a good deal of more or less interesting matter to r d  and under- 
etand. But till a very Considerable number of roote is absolutely 
familiar there can be no proper speaking or writing. I n  Vz. 
for July, $1326, it is however announced from Chicago that 
Corinne Cohn, a girl of six, daughter of a professor of Vp., 
already speaks Volapiik, in addition to German, French, and 
English. Rut  then America is 80 go-ahead! 

4 12. THE A B Y ~  BAEIS-GRAICMAB-ANYYTIC on SINTEETIC. 

The third and most important point is grammar or con- 
struction, the means by which the relations of thoughts to 
one another are expressed. Now here the Aryan theory 
breaks down altogether. Anything more perplexing than 
the verb in Sanskrit, Cheek, Latin, and even in modem 
Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English, could hardly 

PhiL R.nr. 1688-90. 6 
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have been conceived if we had not seen the Semitic verb, and 
if Prince L.-L. Bonaparte had not devoted a large quarto 
volume to the Basque verb, both of which are of course non- 
Aryan. It would be utterly and totally impossible to con- 
iitruct an intelligible universal verb upon any one of these 
bases. The American Report suggests that the modern 
Aryan forms have become analytic both for tenses of verbs 
and cases of nouns. They have become 80 only to a very 
amall extent. They could not bite through the qeshea of 
the net which enveloped them. It seemed left to the mouse 
of Vp. to do 80, and then Spelin passes through the rent. 

The conception of analytic in place of synthetic conjugation 
bas arisen entirely from our u8e of periphrastic forms, that 
is, of several words having originally different sensea, used to 
replace one of the Aryan complicated forms, as he ehall w 
will hare lored for amucm‘t. NOW clearly i t  would be trying 
to extract bright water from mud, to attempt to use anything 
of the kind in a universal artificial language. What  we 
want is to analyae the relations and exprees each by an 
appropriate syllable of the simplest kind, tacked on to the 
verb or noun (80 far ae speech is concerned, they may be 
separate in writing), taking care that there are no exceptions 
whatever. This I contend, and not the periphrasis, is a truly 
analytic procees. If it is synthetic because the syllables are 
placed together, then ht-wilLhdve-loted is a synthetic and not 
an analytic form. Oh ! but this tacking on of syllables, says 
the American Report, “is what is known to linguists as the 
agglutinative process, and is found in the Ural- Altaic 
tongues in high perfection.” This relatee to Dr. Esperanto’s 
(Samenhof‘s) Langue Internationale, in which “ the mutual 
relations of words to each other are expressed by the union 
of invariable icords.” Mr. Henderson uses the like in his 
Lingua, and draws especial attention to the fact that his 
relational syllables ure all real words. In Vp. they are not 
BO. They are generally merely vowels, and occasionally 
syllables. You must allow me to illustrate this somewhat, 
or it will not be understood by those who have not paid 
attention to Vp. 
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The mere root in Vp. expresses generally a concrete or 
an abstract idea ; as pen a pen, bin a being, nun information, 
nuE novelty. These are made into verbs by additions of 
syllables before or after them. Thus ob, ol, om, which when 
used independently mean I, thou, he, act, when affixed to 
a root, to erect the noun into a finite verb, having person 
expressed, and hence meaning much more than in their 
independent state, and this is, I think, the only cam in 
which added syllables happen to be real words with an 
independent signification. Thus arise penob I pen, or write, 
binob I am, nunob I inform, n z h b  I renew. Here let me 
correct the American report, which says, “ I n  the conjugation 
the subject follows the verb, bin-ob I am, where bin=am, 
ob=I.,” Now the Vp. bin does not mean am, but a being, 
and in English am it is the rn tacked on at the end which 
expresses the first person, aa in Latin sum, Greek ~ $ 1 ,  so 
that I am is a repetition, just  as in Vp. we may say 
emphatically ob binob I am. Thus the ob tacked on is not 
the  subject, but gives the verb the form it must assume 
when the pronoun ob precedes, just aa in Latin the m of 8urn 
prepares the verb for the subject ego. But just as in Latin 
the ego is usually omitted because the termination -m is 
sufficient in itself, so in Vp. in binob am, bitlol art, etc., the 
subject is not postfixed but omitted, and when inserted is 
preked.  Indeed in the third person it is usually necessary 
to name the subject, and then its name is generally placed 
before the verbs, aa man at b i n m  gletik, man this is great or 
tall, the om remaining to mark the verb and third person. 
All theae finite terminations have 0, but €or the infinitive -on 
is added with ii, making the noun into a verb or new 
verbal noun (ae in ancient Greek), thua pen& to write, or 
a writing, biniin to be, or a being, nzcniin to announce or an 
announcing, nu& to renew or a renewing. 

Then for tensee “augmente” as in Greek, or prefixed 
letters, are UBed BO ae not to interfere with the suffixes just 
explained. Tbue a is present (only used in  the F i v e  
voice or in the continued form), a e i are all past the first 
imperfect, the aecond perfect, the third pluperfect, thua 
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iipetiob, epenob, Qenob, I did write, I wrote or have written, 
I had written. But o u give the futures present and past, 
oyenob upenob, I shall write, I shall have written. I shonld 
certainly be wrong in the opinion of the American Reporters, 
bat I conaider this process much more analytic than the 
English, which u8e~ clumsily pnphruatic forms that do not 
analyse the conception at  all, but actually suggest wrong 
meanings, as we see at  once if we try to put them into 
French. Then the continued forms insert an i, as aipenob 
I habitually write, aipenub I used to write, oipenob I shall be 
habitually writing ; forms absent in most other languages 
where their meaning has to be expressed by periphrasis. 
Them forms do not Beem to be much used except by Schleyer 
himself, who ia very fond of them. The English forms 
“ I am waiting, I was writing,” have been adopted in Vp., 
as &no6 penol, ebinob penol, where -02  ia the participal 
termination. 

Prof. Bauer in hia Spelin adopts another and, I think, still 
simpler process. Taking miZ=love, he forms five infinitives, 
present mili to love, past mile to have loved, pluperfect mila 
to have had loved, future milo to be about to love, future 
past milu to have been about to love. Then by prefixing to 
these the personal pronouns, which with him are the simple 
vowels i I, e thou, a he, o she, u it, a? one=French on, he 
makes these finite, 88 i mili I love, e mile thou lovedst or 
hast loved, a m i h  he had loved, o milo she will love, u milu 
or a? milu i t  or one will have loved. This ie the very 
simplest verb which I have men. But the beauty of its 
conatruction cannot be properly appreciated by an isolated 
example. The whole grammar of Prof. Bauer’s Spelin turns 
on this correlation of i, e, a, 0, u, ~11. I n  the passive voice bi 
is prefixed and a participle in -ed added, thus i bi miled 
I am loved, as in English. But in Vp. p is prefixed to the 
active form to make it passive, aa pened papenom or pipenom, 
the letter is written or had been written. 

I n  Vp. the direct or name-case of nouns is left untouched, 
the three oblique c~ses have a, e, i subjoined, pena, p n e ,  peni 
of a peu, to n pen, a pen. And for the plural 8 ie added, 
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as penas of pens. For these 
syllables express these relations without any exception for 
every class of words ; aspen o h  the pen of you, egiroiri penerli 
ole he (om) gave (e) a letter ( i )  to (e) thee, compare the Latin 
d d i t  tibi ephtolam: Here again Spelin is simpler than Vp. 
I t  leaves the original form untouched, but adds ~8 for the  
plural; the genitive and dative are expressed by prefixed 
prepositions da?, tu in both numbers, and the accusative is, aa 
in English, left to position to determine. 

I am not writing a grammar of Volapiik or Spelin, and 
hence I do not go into further particulars. The mere English 
reader will find good introductions in C. E. Sprague’s Hand- 
book of Volapiik (Triibner, 1888), and H. Ed. Hain’s Grammar 
of Volapiik (Cam & Co., 1888), both written in English 
especially for English speakers. Swan Sonnenschein & 
Co. have also published a translation of Alfred Kirchhof’s 
Grammar, while Auguste Kerckhoffd Cows Complet and Die- 
iionnaire are admirable for a Frenchman, but those who know 
Qerman should get Schleyer’s own grammar and dictionary. 

Is not this also analytic? 

4 13. VOLAPGX ACCORDXXO TO THE dYBSlCAX COYYIRBE. 

Now I turn specially to the appreciation of Vp. by the 
American Committee, which is in some respects founded OIL 

inaccuracies, and this is a pity, considering how unconi- 
promising the condemnation is. They bogin thus: “His 
(Schleyer’a) scheme is evidently the result of conscientious 
labor and thought, and he manifests a just appreciation of 
the needs of the time ; but unfortunately the theory of con- 
struction he has dopted  is in conflict with the development 
of both the Teutonic and Romance languages, a d  fuZ2 of 
di$culties to the knmer.” This last aeeertion any one who 
has even dipped into Vp. is competent to contradict. The 
“ development of the Teutonic and Romance languages,” so 
dear to the %porters, is, as I have already said, unsuited far 
a universal language, which is wanted for persons beyond that 
influence, or under very different forms of that intluence, 
and whatever plan is used, it muet be altogether much simpler 
than in any Aryan language. 
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The Reporters then enter upon the phonetics of Vp. 
already sufficiently considered, together with the incorrect 
assertion that accenta and italics were necessary, and the fact 
“ that various eounds of the Volapuk alphabet could not be 
pronounced by a member of any Aryan nation without 
special oral teaching,” which they my “ we regard as a fatal 
defect.” Actum at ! 

“ Moreover,” they continue, ‘‘ many words are manufactured 
from entirely. new radicals, capriciously and even fantastically 
formed, and this we condemn.’’ Unfortunately no examples 
are given. I t  is, however, of no consequence even if correctly 
stated, as I have already endeavoured to show. “The article 
is omitted which is well.” Whenever the article is of import- 
ance there are substitutes, as aembal ‘ some one,’ corresponding 
to Latin qudatn and at, et ‘ this and that,’ Latin I&, ilk, 
which can be used ae in that language. I n  fact, in his 
dictionary Schleyer gives el aa the definite article, 
general ; but only where absolutely needed ” (bestimmter 
Artikel, allgemein ; nur, wo durchaus not.ig). I Ie  uses .this 
el in the Lord’s Prayer (Qrammar, p- 56), 0 Fat obaa, el in 
stils, 0 Father of us, the (one) in heavens, where i t  is rather 
a demonstrative pronoun a~ the Greek d ;v 70% ohpauoiq, 

which it translates, and in usual Vp. would have been ut kel 
tinol, or binom, that one which art or is. 

Then the American Committee proceed to complain of the 
caws of noum already spoken on, and would probably in this 
respect prefer Spelin. Next they find fault with the method 
of forming “ diminutives, comparatives, and superlatives, by 
prefixes and ~uffixea.” I n  the illustration the comparative 
(by a mipprint ?) is made to end in iina instead of urn. ‘‘ It 
will be oberved,” say they, ‘‘ that while this procesa is mot 
dissimilar to that once frequent in the Aryan stock,” it is 
still very frequent, “it is not analogom to that which the 
evolution of that form indicatea as its perfected form,” that 
is, the degreea of comparison are not formed by the clumsy 
prefixment of two adverbs meaning greater and greatest in 
quantity, to adjectives which may not have any relation to 
quantity, as more good-natured, most good-natured,” but 
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by the addition of the syllables urn, iin in every case without 
exception, as, gudal being good-natured,” gudalikum, guda- 
Zikiin. To prefer the former to the latter is certainly riding 
a theory very hard. 

Then c o m a  the passage about binob I am, already spoken 
of, with the comment, this we object to aa contrary to the 
logical arrangement of the proposition.” Now in Vp. the 
arrangement of the order of the words, as in Latin, is 
arbitrary, becauae the iiiflectional system allows it. The 
Reporters themselves go in strongly for position aa indicating 
sense, thus they my the phrase give to the child a spoon ” 
would be just as intelligible in the form gice spoon child, if 
we remember that the direct precedes the indirect object.” 
I n  Vp. givol-M cile epzcai might be put in any order, as feeling 
or emphasis dictates. In English we should say, when we 
use a preposition, gice a qoon  to the  chi^, or, omitting the 
preposition, give the child a qoon, in each case precisely con- 
trary to the order used by the Reporters. But they seem to 
impute it aa a fault to Vp. that “ the meaning is largely 
derived from placement,” a statement which is quite in- 
correct. It is only when the adjective, as is generally the 
caae, follows its substantive, that, in imitation of the German 
custom, i t  is not declined, otherwise it is declined. Schleyer 
illustratea this on p. 46 of hie dlittlere Qrammatik, by fimt 
shewing how position can be varied, and lastly giving a 
passage which is purposely ambiguous, chiefly from con- 
founding the adjective and adverb, and which is immediately 
corrected. Now this is cited (and the citation ie incorrectly 
printed’) to shew not only that much depends on position, 
but that “it is acknowledged by the author that obscurities 

1 The errors extend even to the translation, thongh here the Reportera had the 
German before them. ‘J’he original hss ‘* ffudtkha pkdh ffodi das Ohte gefallt 
Go#,” where the aceenta are written to prevent probable German e m m  in mading. 
The Committee print “Qudrkb plid6a G’d, Goodness learn Ocd ” where plua%a 
has no menning, but may be a misprint for #)lid&. anJGudiEa, like dar Gtifs, is 

La% h u m ,  not abatrect goodness, Lat. him, which is 
gtai in Vp., an die GCtc in German. The ambiguous assage in Schleyer is 
“gudik Qodd plidor, it pleasea the good God, or what ia godpl- God,” or even 
“ it pleasea God well,” which, in order. should ha gudiks Godc plidor, gudikor Gotie 
glidos, grtdiko Godr plidan, which are quite unambiguous, but the more usual forms 
are Huh Gods gudd ,  gudikoa plrd4r Oods, pd&a ffudu gndiko, without ments. 

that which is 
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may ariee from these transpositions, and there is much de- 
pendence on accents and tones.’’ The errors i n  these state- 
ments can only have occurred through carelessness. But 
much capital is made out of them, and in summing up the 
case against Vp. the Reporters end by saying “its expressions 
involve unucoidabk obscurities,” which is an incorrect asaer- 
tion founded only on their own mistake. 

The Reporters say : “ We are surprised to see the German 
third person plural (Sie) retained by the author as a courteous 
form. I t  should be the first duty of a universal language to 
reject such national solecisms.” Of course i t  was not the 
third person plural in Vp , for that would be mu or of, but 
it was a special form om, a quasi-plural to on, used as the 
French on, that is meant. The second Vp. Congrerrs a t  
Munich in 1887, before the Report was read, had rejected it. 
But  Schleyer sap (Vz. Jan. 1888, p. 365, § 1138, 12a), “ It 
e & m  a secondary matter whether one corresponds with ol 
thou, or o m  courteous you. But if any one does not like to 
use 01, or looks upon i t  as an insult, we cannot compel him 
to employ it,” aud coneequentlg he gives o m  with all ita 
derivatives in the last edition of his dictionary, just pub- 
lished. In the East especially a courteous form of address 
will be a necessity. 

The Reporters say, “ The excessive multiplication of forms 
lends to Vp. an appearance totally un-Aryan.” Thia is of 
no consequence. “ The verbal theme is modified by eixteen 
sutlixes and fourteen prefixes.” This is a very small amount 
compared with the alterations in the numerous older Aryan 
conjugational forms, and the heaping of auxiliaries in the 
newer, especially when we remember that each suffix or 
prefix affects every possible verb in precisely the same way. 
“There is a durutice tense,” already spoken of, but it is 
merely facultative, and its effect may be given by adverbs or 
auxiliaries as in otber languages, nipenob I am habitually 
writing, or penob egelo, or foco, j’kris toujours, ich schreibe 
immerfort. There is “ a  j i m i v e  mood, conjunctive, optative 
gerund, and eupine forms all indicated by added syllables, re- 
minding one of the overloaded themes of Turanian tongues.’’ 
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There is no supine syllable; supines are expressed by pre- 
positions, and the infinitive, which is treated and declined like 
a substantive. The passive gerund amandus has indeed a 
peculiar form, aa p&%fijZ, one to be loved, rarely used, and easily 
expressed periphrastically. The other gerunds are cams of 
the declined infinitive. (‘ This mechanism,” say the Reporters, 
‘‘ is not only superfluous, but if any lesson may be learned 
from the history of articulate speech, it is precisely the 
opposite to what the universal language should and must 
be.” The mechanism being quita different from any that 
could be thus alluded to, this remark does not apply, and 
perhaps the eaae with which these things are acquired, 
the rapid increase of readers and writers of Vp., may lead 
some people to disagree with the Reporters. 

Their own propositions are .extremely vague, and so far as 
I can see totally insufficient to exprese modem thought. 
They fall back on “jargons,” and they pay the English 
language the compliment of calling it “ a  jargon of 
marked type,” which is quita incorrect; for though we in- 
corporate foreign words in abundance, we almost always 
nationalise them, and never lose grip of out Teutonic 
grammar. They say that “ the  evidence, both from theory 
and history, is conclusive that the progrese of language, 
linguistic evolution, means the rejection of all paradigms 
and inflections and specialisation of the process of placement ” 
(p. 14). To my mind the history of the break down of 
Aryan forms has nothing to do with the invention of an 
artificial language, except to teach us what to avoid. The 
strange confusion even of the English verb, the wonderful 
use of auxiliaries, the distinction of I shall and he cciil in the 
pure future, never mastered by many English speakers, aa in 
Scotland,’ and their difference from I mall, ?ie shall, with 

1 In one of her novela Yrs. Oliphant, a Scotch miter, makm her hernine, 
m p p d  to he an English lady, say, ‘‘ If ou read that I will die,” meaning 
mere1 I a h U  did in the simple future, not tiat she had an intention of putting 
an eng to her life. This reminds one of the sop d frau&dent banhpt ,  who 
waa r e p o d  to have declared, “ I  wil l  be a bp!~pt.” and in whose c888 Lord 
Eldon I anid to have   led that ‘ I  a h U  and will mean the same thing,” and of the 
mnn in Joe Miller, who, falling into the water, cried in a fright, “1 will he 
drowned, nobody shall save me ! ” 
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subtle distinctions again in interrogatives and negatives, may 
all be pardoned historically, but would be a digrace artificially. 
I f  ever the proposition of the American Philosophical Society 
comes so far as to the construction of a single book of 
examples, which I do not anticipate my living to see-but 
then I have turned seventy-four-I own I shall be curious 
to learn how they have waded through the grammatical 
slough of Aryanism. 

4 14. VOLAPGK CONTRASTED WITH OTHER LASGUAGE~ AND W I T I  SPELIN. 

The author of Spelin, Prof. Bauer, of Agram in Austrian 
Croatia, a mathematician and a linguist, who is thoroughly 
acquainted with Volapiik, possessing a “certificate as head 
teacher,” d@ed Igitideln, writes four languages, German, 
French, Italian, and Croatian, and reads also Latin, English, 
Russian, and Spanish, and is therefore thoroughly competent 
to compare the two artificial languages, Vp. and Spelin, with 
natural languages, after receiving the American Philosophical 
Society’s Report, just considered, writes to the following 
effect (Spelin, pp. 50-54, here abridged). 

‘( ~ o h p u k  is superior to nntarnl Imiiguages itz these respects. 
1. No exceptions. 2. Almost phonetic orthography. 3. 
Latin alphabet only. 4. One place of accent. 5. One 
single word for each idea. 6. No grammatical gender. 7. 
Treatment of sex a8 in English. 8. One declension. 9. One 
con jugation. 10. Suitability for mathematical combinations 
[this is in reference to his own proposed improvements]. 
11. Simple syntax. 12. Greater and more correct linguistic 
feeling. 13. Brevity. 14. Neutrality with respect to nation- 
ality as a universal commercial language.” [There would 
probably be great jealousy if it were proposed to adopt any 
existing language as a baais.] 

Then he contrasts his own Spelin with Fp., and I may 
aay at  once that if Spelin had preceded Vp. (which was 
impossible, aa its existence is entirely due to Vp.), and had 
bee11 worked out in the detail now attained by Vp., it must 
have been far more widely accepted, and have become a8 its 
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name implies the All-language ; but now to all appearance 
Vp. stops the way. 
Spelin i s  superior to Vp. in the folIotcing pointS:-l. An 

Alphabet common to German, English (reckoning a?= li 
English), and French. 2, Strict phonetic orthography. 
3. No letter but i for which the pen must be raieed in 
writing. 5. Euphony 
attained by a linguistic anatomy of European languages 
(especially German, English, French, and Italian). [Spelin 
is certainly very much more euphonious than Volapiik.] 
6. Two euphonic vowels e, a, and two euphonic consonants 
y, s [used to prevent harsh collisions of consonants and 
vowels]. 7. Accent as in Spanish [on penultim of words 
ending in a vowel, on the last syllable of words ending iu 
a consonant, in which case the vowel is short in Spelin]. 
8. Nodern linguistic ideal observed. 9. Sex treated as in 
English. 10. No declension, only prepositions.- 11. The 
Croatian law of correlation extended to all grammatical 
forms. 12. Relative and interrogative pronouns identical. 
13. Only five tenses, present, past, pluperfect, future, future 
past. 14. No subjunctive. 15. Imperative and optative 
as in English. 16. Conditional and its correlative as in 
Hungarian. 17. The letter 8 used not only for the plural, 
but also when prefixed for tho durative and frequentative 
form of verbs and collective names. 18. Nearly twice as 
many monosyllabic words as in Vp., in flowing sentences. 
19. Fewer letters for expressing the same thoughts by 19 per 
cent. 20. Vowel termination frequent and no indistinct con- 
flux of consonants. 31. No words of more than four eyllables. 
22. No lexicographical isornery or words with the =me 
letters and different meanings. 

4. Acoustic vowel series i, e, a, 0, u. 

4 16. SPELIN AND TBE AMSEXCAN C O Y M ~ E .  

Points on which Prof. h u e r  agreea with the Amerimn 
report : 

1. The alphabet should be one known to the leading 
commercial nations. 2. Absolutely phonetic spelling. 
3. No accenta or other diacritics. 4. Latin letters. 5. No 
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difficult combinations of consonants. 6. Brevity important. 
7. Vocabulary primurily founded on those of the principal 
Aryan languages. 8. No article. 9. Only natural gender 
or sex indicated. 10. Plural not needed in connection with 
numbers expressed. 11. That the dtltive never precedes the 
accusative unleas necessary for uuderstanding.‘ 12. Inter- 
rogatives replace relatives.a 13. The reflective pronoun 
confined to the third person. 14. That the form of t,he verb 
remains unaltered for all persons and numbers. 15, One 
syntactic order of words; subject before predicate; noun 
before adjective; verb or adjective before qualifying adverbs; 
immediate before remote object.3 16. No postfixed conjunc- 
tions [as Latin enclitic - p e J  -eel. 

I n  the following points Prof. Bauer differs from the Com- 
mittee : 

1. ,That every sound used should be common to all the 
Aryan languages. 2. That the sound o should have no place 
in a universal language. [If we identify it, as me may for 
all purposes of speech, with English ti and Sanskrit 8, it is 
one of the commonest sounds in the world.] 3. That 
ecientific language should have a second vocabulary, different 
from the other. 4. That the grammar should be founded 
oirly on that of the Aryan languages. 5. That we should 
renounce inflected forms of comparatives and superlatives. 
6. That poetpositions should not be used, though we have 
prepositions before nouns and postpositions after verbs in 
English. [The Committee waa thinking probably only of 
nouns, but we also u ~ e  poetpositions after nouns in English, 
SB ‘‘ something to cut with,” “ the house I live in,” etc., and 

When only one ob’ect is a pronoun, i t  
comes first, whether dative or accusative, aa “he gdve it  Charles, she gave him 
the cup.” When both objecta are pronouna, the ace. precedes, ‘‘ he gave it me,” 
not ‘I he gave me it,” BO in “he gave her him,” her is the accuaative ; if me want 
to make k the dative, we must we a preposition. aa “ h e  gave him to her.” 
W h e n  neither ob’ect in a pronoun, to is generally nsed before the dative, “they 
gave a chair to C\arl~a,” but if not, the dative comes first, “they gave Charles B 
chair.’’ It is a t  my rate 
not usual to find such rulea of position observed an in the text. These and similar 
alterations in other langnagea ntndar depndencs upon position very doubtful. 

2 As in modern English, the man coho did it, or the older ‘‘ Our Father d i c h  
art, etc.” But “ the man whot drove the coach ” is nubearable. 

a 1 his rule would greatly hamper C O M ~ T U C ~ ~ O ~ .  

1 The English usage is here peculiar. 

The indirect object is often the one most thought of. 

See footnote above. 
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they were used in Latin mecum., etc.] 7. No affixes, suaixea 
and infixes ; because, says Prof. Bauer, “ the more of them, 
the fewer roots.” 8. No method of forming entirely new 
roots. 

Points of indifference between the Report and Prof. Bauer : 
1. Whether adverbs should have a particular form. 2. 
Whether interjections should have a particular form. 

I have cited all these pointa aa they form a kind of sum- 
mary of the Reports. 

{ 16. SCHLEYPB’B STATEMENT OF TEE P~XNCIPLEB OF A UNIVERSAL LANOUAGB. 

The following thirty-one principles are given on the cover 
of Herr Schleyer’e Grosw8 Worterbuch, 4th ed. 1888. 

1. For one humanity a single speech. [This put into Vp., 
ae m a d e  bal piiki baZ, contracted still further to m. b. p. b., 
forms his motto and mark at ‘the beginning and ending of 
his dictionary ; it gives the conception of a universal language 
its simplest form. Kerckhoffs objects to the form, which it3 
that of a prayer, God gicom-o8 rnenu.de bal piiki bnl, ‘ may 
God give one language to one humanity,’ and alters it in- 
harmoniously as dienad bal, piik bal ‘ one humanity, one 
language.’] 

2, For common language but one common writing. 
3. For common writing but one common sound. 
4. For every single sound a single eign. 
5. For every single sign a single sound. 
6. Roman letters only used. 
7. No mute or superfluous letter. 
8. The =me orthograpby everywhere. 
9. No exceptions to any rule. 

attractive part of Vp.] 
10. The order of the words in general free. 

a,oainst the American Reporters’ view.] 
11. No double negatives. 
12. No article, or only very seldom. 

[This is the wonderful and 

[This is dead 

[“hie is a common Aryanim.] 
[See exceptions on 

p. 86.1 
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13. NO irregular verbs! 
14. NO Ablative, Instrumental, Locative, Dual, Deponent. 

[Many may ask, why then Nominative, Genitive, Dative and 
Accusative ? Why singular and plural forms ? The answer 
is that these relations must all be symbolised, and that the 
‘Fp. system of spmbolising is extremely brief, and admitting 
of no variety or exception, is very convenient. But compare 
Prof. Bauer’s declension, p. 85.) 

15. Simplicity preferred to complexity. 
16. Rarely strange words. 

[What a blessing?] 

[In fact they are only in-  
troduced for names of persons and placee, and when a strange 
word has to be expressly treated.] 

17. Use of all that is good, beautiful, brief, simple, free, 
and rational in all languages. 

18. No want of clearnese in ideas. [That is, in the power 
of expreesing them.] 

19. Names of things without genders. 
20. Crowding together of consonants and vow& avoided. 
21. Not too long compound words. [Schleyer limits all 

his  word^ to eix syllables, so that this is one of the longest, 
oolnpiikatidel, world-hnguage-teacher ; generally they are 
much shorter, roots are, 88 a rule, monosyllabic, comparatively 
few diaayllabic, the other eyllablee are formative. Thus in 
the last word to2 * world,’ piik ‘ language,’ tid ‘ instruction,’ 
are the roots ; the two a are marks of genitive, and the e l  
corresponds to our -er in teach-er. Prof. Bauer stop at four 
syllables to a word. On account of the accent falling on the 
laat syllable in Vp., it is a relief to the air to have words of 
three or more eyllables to break the monotony of an accent 
recumng on eve y two syllables. 

22. The lettera r, c, h, ng, th, j g ,  m u d  w u r  very seldom. 
[ r  and c=Englishj and h do occur in a few Vp. words, 
but ng, th,jQ*=shkh, are only found in foreign names in- 
troduced.] 

[This 
arises from the uae of 8 as the mark of the plural; the 
courteous one raisea a difficulty, and Schleyer propom i%m in 
the singular and bns in the plural, which is 80 contrary to 

23. No sibilant a t  the end of declinable words. 
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his principles that it would alone render the dropping of om 
advisable, aa recommended by the Munich Congress.] 

24. A single mark of the plural, 8.  [Those who have 
struggled with the plurals in other languages, German and 
Arabic for example, will appreciate this. J 

25. Principal radicals monosyllabic. 
26. Only one declension, one mode of comparison, and one 

conjugation. 
27. Imperative, Infinitive, and Participles, referring to all 

times and all persons. [This gives a remarkable power to 
Vp. posseaeed by no other modern language, but very easily 
acquired. It will, however, probably not be much used.] 

28. Direct preferred to indirect construction. 
29. Almost all prepositions govern the nominative. 

[Schleyer has not been able to divest himself of the German 
habit of occasionally using the accusative where motion is 
implied, but this is unnecessary, and haa not been generally 
adopted.] 

30. Tho streaa or accent lies on the last syllable of every 
word. 
31. An International Academy for Language, an Inter- 

qational Congress for the world's speech, and an International 
&mate. [This of course is all extralingual, but so far aa the 
Academy and Congresa are concerned, it haa already come 
to pass, at present with very doubtful advantage.] 

In reference to the 17th principle above, Schleyer in his 
Huuptgedznken ("Chief Thoughte contained in my public 
lectures on the Universal Language which I have invented, 
called Volapiik "), 1885, gives the following statement con- 
cerning his " borrowings " from different languages :- 

I' From the Hebrew my formation of the namee of tam [in both Hebrew and 
Vp. the tens 30-90 kave the form of the p l m h  of the one8 3 to 9, thus Heb. 
3 ah'hhZh, 30 ah'Edim, Vp. '3 kit, 30 kifa. But in Eeb. 20 'uh'rim in the 
plural of 10 &aAGiih maa., ' c a b  fem., whereae in Vp., which hee no ereeptiona, 
we have 1 bul, 10 Buals, and 2 tar, 20 tcb]. 

"From the Rwian the sylbble for queetion and conjunctive Vp. li, la 
[Rnesian li, bl, the latter with the past tern an yu t k a d l  I said, ya bI rkuzcil 
I should say or should have said Vp. iiragob, Citugob-la, or uugob-kr]. 
'' From the Greek the Aorist [duratire form]. 
"From the Hungarian the application of comparative and superlative 
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terminations to substantives and verbs Vp. r U  gentleman. lord, rnler, dlunr geater 
gentleman. etc., d u n  greatest gentleman, etc. [Hungarian umber man, criibcrcbb 
more human ; br&g Satan, or&grbd more Satan-like]. 

'I From the Latins and Sclaves (Poles, Bnesians, Serviians, Slovenes, Czechs) the 
absence of the nrtiele. 

I' Furtber I took from Latin ib brevity and logic. 
"From Latin and German I borrowed the free order of words: [which the 

" From the Greek the abundance of participial forms. 
" From the Chinese the simple ra&cals. 
"From the Swedish the sharp distinction between reflective and reciprocal 

verbs [Fr. ils $nitnewt, Germ. ric l i dbm ricA might be either they love themelves 
(reflective) or tbey love one another (reciprocal), Yp. Zifo~naok, and bfoolita 
buluotik respectively, Sw. wi ro4 041 we a m w  ourselves, dc bsrhtna hvarcrrtdra 
they praise ench other; such so-called reflective verbs ks Fr. ilr JC h f t c n f ,  Germ. 
ate rchlagcn rich they fight, do not exist in Vp., for to translate ich rehbyc m i d  
mif ihtn, that is, I fight with him, by JPRpcbok kc mi=I  bent myself with him, 
would be mere nonsense, and should probably he k m i p b  kc om.] 

director of the Vp. Academy, Y. Aug. Kerekhoffs, is trying to do away with.] 

" From the French, the lo@ form of phrases. 
From tbe Russian the reflective - o t  for all three persons of the verb [the 

Russian form is not ok, but q a ,  except after vowels, when the a is omitted, for 
all persons and tensea. utnibdyu I wash. rotnibriyuq I wash myself ; ymibdcm 
we wash, ytnibucmqo we wash ourselves ; in Vp. respectively oa~uk-ob, r a f i h b k ,  
valirkoba, ualukodrok], and the genitive in -a [in the second declension, 68 aim an 
elephant, almad of an elephant.] 
" From German nnd Turkish the dative in -c [Germ. dcr Mann the mnn, 

den, N a n w  to the man, Vp. mum maw, but the c is short and unaccented in 
German, and long nud accented in Vp. ; in Turkish there are properly no cam,  
but affixes which give the required meaning, if the word end in a consonant the 
dative uffir is written A and pronoaoced cA, if i t  end in a Towel tbe dative a5x is 
written yA and pronounced ynh, thus w a h o w ,  meh to a house, biibii a father, 
libZyuh to a fnther], and from the last (Turkish) the pronoun kim who ? [which 
has the same form in Tnrkiah]. 

[But there is no m e -  
termination in Italian, and here -i is simply a masculine plural form ; in Turkish, 
however, -i is the affix of the aeeasative case]. 

"The I of the plural is common to Yp. snd Spanish, French, English 
Portuguese, Latin [owmionalb Greek [occasionall, Duteh, Rhetoromanic and 
Sanskrit." 

" From the Italian the awnsotire in -i ( t u f f i f r a t t i ) .  

4 17. CONCLUEION. 

A careful examination of Vp. leads me to tbe conclueion 
that it is well adapted for the  purpoees for which it was 
intended, and displays great ingenuity in its conetruction. 
At the ~ a m e  time Spelin seems to me simpler, easier, and 
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more adapted for speech. W e  have at  any rate two universal 
languagea, both on a non- Aryan basis, both highly ingenious, 
both eminently suitad for their purpom, both having the 
characters of living tongues, thoroughly compact and 
orgaoic, without the slightest indication of patching or break 
down. Whereas such proposale a are avowedly formed on 
an Aryan (generally a Latin or Romance) basis have the 
appearance of mere makeshifts, or of jargons 80 dear to the 
hearts of the Reporters. But Vp. alone has at present the 
ear of the public, and is in possession of a vast orgenieation 
highly interested in propagating it and making i t  become 
as ita name implies “the language of the world.” Vp. 
therefore has the chief claim on our attention, and all those 
who deaire the insubetantiation of that “phantom of a 
universal language ” which has flitted before 80 many minds, 
from the days of the Tower of Babel, should, I think, add 
their voice to the many thowanda who are ready to exclaim 
lifom-iin Volapiik, long live Volapuk ! 

4 18. SUNHABY O? BEASONE FOB DgCLININO TEE INVITATION OF TEE AYBBICAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL S o m .  

Hence I recommend the Philological Society not to accept 
the invitation of the American Philosophical Society to take 
part in their pro+ Congress, for reaeons which may be 
thus summariaed. 

First, because the subject is not one which can be properly 
dealt with in a Congress, even if a complete programme were 
laid before i t  for consideration. 

Secondly, because the invitation is one-sided ; and while 
it is by no means clear from the Reports what ia meant by 
“the Aryan vocabulary and grammar in their simplest 
forms,” it is also by no means clear, d yriori, that an Aryan 
basis is deeirable, and this would be conceded by acceptance. 

Thirdly, because there already exists a Universal Language, 
Volapuk, which has a large number of adherenta in all 
countries of the world, and which ia completely elaborated in 

rhil. ~.nr. ism-w. 7 
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grammar and vocabulary, but hae been formed entirely with- 
out reference to Aryanism. 

And h t l y ,  because the whole value of a Universal Language 
consista in ita general acceptance, while the attempt to form 
an opposition scheme by the aid of all learned Societies, upon 
an incompatible baais, would, if in any respect succeasful, 
materially impede the progress of Volapuk, and would possibly 
altogether defeat its object. 

I therefore beg leave to move : 
" That our Hon. Sec., Dr. Furnivall, be instructed politely 

to acknowledge the invitation of the American Philosophical 
Society, and to say that the Philological Society of London, 
having duly considered the invitation and the reports sent 
with it, have resolved to take no action in the matter." 

P.S.-This reeolution was seconded by Prof. Rieu, and 
supported by the HOD. Sec., Dr. Furnivall, and the Chairman, 
Mr. H. Bradley, and p d  unanimously, and the paper was 
ordered to be printed in ezfenso and widely circulated. 

V.-THIRTY-FIVE WORDS OF THE CAYAPAS 
INDIANS IN THE INTERIOR O F  ECUADOR. 
By QUSTAVUS WILCZYNSHI. 

(Read af tlir Phil. Sac.'# Meting on l r t  JYM, 1888.) 

THIS Vocabulary was collected by Mr. Quetavus Wilczynski, 
who ia the head of a firm carrying on large mercantile 
businas at the Pailon in  Ecuador, which brings him into 
close and intimate connexion with the natives of the interior 
from whom he buys the country produce, etc. The tribe of 
Capapse ia a pure and unmixed one, diilicult to approach by 
white men, although fairly peaceable. 




